
Region- East

Numbers of visitors recorded in Cambridge City Centre via footfall cameras situated in Sidney Street, Bridge Street, 

Kings Parade, Regent Street and Fitzroy Street.

Numbers of visitors recorded by footfall cameras in Grand Arcade, Lion Yard and The Grafton

Cambridge Monthly Performance Report

December

26/11/2018 - 30/12/2018

UK

-3.9%

-2.3%

-3.8%

Cambridge

East

UK

Shopping Centre Benchmarks High Street Benchmarks

Cambridge

East

-4.9%

-5.3%

-3.8%

-4.9%
633,407

666,040

-3.9%

December 2018 Weekly Average Total

December 2017 Weekly Average Total

814,282

847,328

December 2018 Weekly Average Total

December 2017 Weekly Average Total

Cambridge City Centre Footfall

Week 48 w/c 26/11/2018 Week 49 w/c 03/12/2018 Week 50 w/c 10/12/2018 Week 51 w/c 17/12/2018 Week 52 w/c 24/12/2018

This Year 664,966 668,817 653,457 638,741 541,052

Last Year 713,973 724,188 667,153 694,602 530,283
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Springboard Benchmarks - YoY

Cambridge Shopping Centre Footfall

Week 48 w/c
26/11/2018

Week 49 w/c
03/12/2018

Week 50 w/c
10/12/2018

Week 51 w/c
17/12/2018

Week 52 w/c
24/12/2018

This Year 724,936 787,342 810,551 955,786 792,796

Last Year 807,003 820,858 852,023 973,689 783,069
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Region YoY

Weighted UK -2.6%

Scotland -3.0%

Nothern Ireland 2.2%

Wales -3.4%

-1.3% -3.7%

Retail Park Shopping Centre

-2.1% -3.9%

High Street

-2.7%

Total Retail Footfall

December

October - December

-2.6%

-2.6%

-2.1%

UK Trends

Footfall in December fell by 2.6 per cent, a lesser decline compared to the previous year when it fell sharply by 3.5 per cent. This is the 
thirteenth month of consecutive decline. 

Footfall in Northern Ireland continued to increase in December, although at a decelerated rate of 2.2 per cent, down from 2.7 per cent in 
November. This is the third consecutive month of growth, and the only region that saw growth in December. 

The South West, the East and East Midlands experienced the deepest declines of 5.7 per cent, 4.4 per cent and 3.8 per cent, respectively. 

High Street footfall declined by 2.1 per cent, marking five consecutive months of weakening for this shopping location. This was a lesser 
decline relative to the previous year when it fell by 4.6 per cent. Northern Ireland was the only region to see growth at 4.1per cent. The South 
West, the East and East Midlands saw the deepest declines of 6.1 per cent, 5.1 per cent and 4.7 per cent, respectively. 

Retail Parks had a similar fate, December footfall being 2.1 per cent lower than last year and below November’s rate of 1.4 per cent. No region 
experienced growth in this location. The worst performers were West Midlands, the South West and the East where footfall decreased by 5.3 
per cent, 4.9 per cent and 4.8 per cent, respectively. 

Shopping Centre footfall declined by 3.9 per cent, broadly in line with both November’s 2018 and December’s 2017 rates of -3.8 per cent. This 
location reached now 21 consecutive months of declines. No regions experienced growth in this location in December. 
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Springboard Insights

Helen Dickinson OBE, BRC Chief Executive, said: 

“The December results conclude a difficult year for retailers, with 
footfall dropping by 2.6% over the year. This continued drop, now 
onto its thirteenth month, continues to put pressure on bricks-and-
mortar stores up and down the country. It comes at a time when 
retail is in the midst of a transformation, investing in technology 
and the online offer, as well as offering more experiences in 
physical shops. This is evolving many high streets into a destination 
for wider services, as well as shopping." 

“However, many well-known brands have disappeared from our high 
streets, and without government intervention there will be more to 
come. Government should take action by reforming the broken 
business rates system and ensuring consumers and retailers retain 
tariff free, frictionless trade with the EU after March 29.” 

Diane Wehrle, Insights Director at Springboard, said:

“The -2.6% decline in footfall in December 2018 the ninth 
in ten years, and the seventh consecutive year of decline -
is undeniably strong evidence that retailers can no longer 
rely on Christmas trading to redeem revenue lost earlier in 
the year. Indeed, over the past seven years the shift in 
footfall away from December has been so significant that 
the gap between both December and July and between 
December and November in terms of footfall volumes has 
halved over the past seven years." 

“Following drops in footfall of -2% in October and -3.2% in 
November in 2018, unless the dynamics underpinning 
consumer demand were going to rapidly shift, it was always 
going to be unrealistic to expect footfall to recover. It was 
only the fact the third week of December in 2017 was so 
adversely impacted by snow that the same week this year 
delivered only a modest drop in footfall of -0.1%. If footfall 
had remained at the level recorded in the first two weeks of 
the month (5.5% and 4.5% lower than in 2017), then the 
overall result for the month would have been a drop of more 
than 4%. If nothing else is learnt from December 2018, it is 
that discounting does not stimulate customer activity, and 
is severely eroding the strength of Christmas as a major 
trading period. Ignoring the warning signs and continuing 
to bring sales forward undermines profitability and, 
ultimately, longer term innovation in retailing.” 

Commenting on the Cambridge Monthly Performance Report, 
Cambridge BID added:
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Park & Ride usage was 14.1% up with an extra 38,000 journeys 
made on the service in December 2018 compared to December 
2017. In addition, Guided Busway usage was also up 1.5% and multi 
storey car park usage 1.1% up.  The Visitor Information Centre saw 
over 1000 extra visitors in December 2018 compared to December 
2017 and our ambassador team provided a visitor welcome to more 
people meaning those who visited Cambridge were able to make the 
most of their visit. 

The national commentary talks about the challenging trading 
conditions and the footfall data reflects this. Across the UK high 
street footfall was down 3.8% and within the Eastern region this 
was 5.3% down. Cambridge was 4.9% down for high street footfall 
in December 2018 when compared to December 2017. From a 
shopping centre viewpoint, UK wide, shopping centres were down 
3.8% and in Cambridge our centres were down 3.9% so very much 
in line with the national picture. 

Our Sales Index for Cambridge in December 2018 showed, for the 
first time in months, more businesses reporting an increase in sales 
compared to December 2017, which is encouraging. 

The commentary over the last few weeks, in the press, has centred 
on the challenges of bricks-and-mortar stores and the evolving high 
street. 2019 is going to be an interesting year for destinations as 
they respond to meet the changing needs of the consumer.



Total

This Year 13,126

Last Year 12,495

YoY 5.1%
* Castle Court car park holds 299 spaces and is only avialable for the public to use on Saturdays and Sundays (9am - 7pm)

Total

This Year 234,047

Last Year 231,556

YoY 1.1%-1.3% 10.4% 6.5% -5.4% 5.9%

101,191 25,961 30,086 46,652 27,666

44,141 29,296

Grafton West

Riverside

109

Adam & Eve

2.1%

5,116

5,222

Castle Hill

3,255

3,079

5.7%

99,893 28,669 32,048

Grafton EastQueen Anne TerracePark StreetGrand Arcade

% change on 
October 2017

% change on 
November 2017

% change on 
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Moving Annual %

9.4% 7.2% 14.1% 7.4%
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-49.1%

Shire Hall
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-3.9%
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*Cambridge BID have recently started using a new data capture system so we are expecting some variation in the figures

-2.5% 11.5% 1.5% 6.2%

% change on 
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Cambridge BID Data

Visitor Welcomes Business Welcomes
Commercial/

Environmental Waste
Punt Touts Sightings

This Year 4413 82 214 0

Last Year 3825 120 497 398
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MA – ‘Moving Annual’ is the annual % change in sales/visitors for the last 52 weeks, compared to the same period last year
YoY – ‘Year on Year’ is the % change in sales/visitors from the same period in the previous year
WoW - 'Week on Week' is the % change in sales/visitors from the previous week
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